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MM&T AND ITS BUSINESS
INTRODUCTION
MM&T, Inc. is a privately held corporation, formed in 1985. Our business is the development and support of
automated solutions designed solely for Financial Industry Compliance. Our business objective is to establish
methodologies along with our solutions that can make financial institutions self-sufficient in developing,
maintaining and disseminating regulatory compliance requirements.
To these ends, MM&T has developed its Compliance Assistant Plus (CA-Plus) solutions designed around
Microsoft Office Applications. CA-Plus is a complete management system designed to satisfy business and
regulatory compliance requirements while organizing all information in a single database. In addition, MM&T
can provide Customized Database Solutions designed to meet each client’s unique needs and requirements.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
MM&T'S experienced and knowledgeable professionals provide quality management and technical consulting
services. Our team works directly with clients to develop, implement and maintain programs necessary to protect
corporate assets and business stability.
For over two decades Banks, Service Bureaus and Credit Unions have turned to MM&T to help control current
compliance requirements and develop strategies for the future. We have served clients ranging in assets of 20
million to over 10 billion. More than 80 institutions in the Northeastern United States currently use our solutions
and/or consulting services.
MM&T'S dynamic methods for developing compliance strategies can be customized to meet the unique needs of
each client. Along with our business partners, we offer consulting services in the development of our risk
management solutions.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
CA-Plus – Compliance Assistant Plus
WHAT IS CA-Plus?
CA-Plus is a dynamic, fully automated solution for Business Continuity Management, Vendor Management
and Risk Management (Including FDICIA Testing) that provides automated and integrated tools for
developing, evaluating and maintaining critical compliance requirements with additional tools for critical
information distribution.
WHAT IT INCLUDES:
BUSINESS CONTINUITY MANAGEMENT – A dynamic tool for developing & maintaining a comprehensive and
evolving Business Continuity Plan for your entire institution meeting all FFIEC Regulatory Requirements.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FFIEC Compliant
Financial Industry Specific (Everything you need for banking)
Built on a fully integrated Microsoft Office Platform (The tools you already know and use)
Enterprise Wide Plan (Not Just IT)
Logically assisted design from “Our Client’s” input
Catalog and BIA (Business Impact Analysis) Driven
Assigns BIA Development to the Resources Responsible for each departments recovery
Automatically generates your Recovery Sites, Teams, Call Tree and other critical information directly
from your BIA’s and Catalogs
Administrator, BIA, Personnel Update Maintenance and Web-Based Documentation Distribution
Modules (A tool for each responsibility)
Easy Maintenance and Updating
Full Reporting (User interface for customized reporting)

VENDOR MANAGEMENT – A dynamic tool for developing and maintaining the current and ongoing
requirements of Vendor Management.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FFIEC Compliant
Assessment Assistant (With user guidelines)
Maintenance Tools (Keeping your vendor information current)
Automated Client Defined Documentation (Multiple choice vendor information requests)
Integrated Vendor Catalog (Used in all CA-Plus Modules)
Full Reporting (By department, rating, due date and more)
Build in Confidentiality Agreement Preparation and Monitoring (Keep track of all your vendors
confidentiality requirements)
Automatic Scheduling (Don’t miss a required assessment or request action)
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RISK ASSESSMENT MANAGEMENT – A dynamic tool for developing and maintaining the current and ongoing
requirements of Financial Institution Risk Assessments.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FFIEC and NIST Compliant
Financial Industry Specific (Everything you need for Financial Institutions)
Built on a fully integrated Microsoft Office Platform
Capable of addressing Enterprise Wide Risk Assessments
Client assisted design (Input from the people who do this for a living, “Our Clients”
Built in Risk Category Topics, Specific Risk Descriptions and Threat/Vulnerability Outlines
Addresses IT, Cybersecurity, Enterprise, GLBA, BSA, SSAE 16-SOC, AML Risk and More
Outlines Risk Criteria
Assists in assigning Risk Ratings with areas to describe how rating was determined
Full Maintenance Center to insure all risks are evaluated, up-to-date and remain viable
Tickler to insure assessments are done when required
Assigns internal resources and vendor associations
Defines audit frequency
Prepares action plan
Total integration with all CA-Plus products
No duplication of information
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Compliance Assistant Plus
CAPlus is a fully-automated database solution designed specifically to help financial institutions
develop, distribute, and maintain FFIEC-compliant strategies for:
+ Business Continuity Planning
+ Vendor Management
+ Risk IT Management Including Cybersecurity
Each module is sold and licensed separately so you get the solution you need—at a price you can
afford. Plus, with many examiners already familiar with CAPlus system reports, audits should go
quickly and smoothly.
In addition to its customizable forms and reports, CAPlus contains innovative tools to create
browser-based, electronic manuals for a simple, cost-effective way to demonstrate compliance and
distribute plan documentation.
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Business Continuity Plan Solution
Ensure your institution is prepared to get business back on track after any emergency. Our
automated Business Continuity Planning Solution allows you to develop, document, and distribute a
comprehensive, practical business continuity strategy—customized to meet the unique needs of
your institution.
Our Business Continuity Planning Solution addresses all FFIEC requirements and more:
+ Business Impact Analysis (BIA)
+ Automated BCP Catalog Development (from BIA)
+ Risk Monitoring & Maintenance Tools
+ Customizable Reporting Features
+ Electronic Distribution Capabilities
Once development is complete, you can use our innovative tools to create a browser-based, BCP
manual designed for simple, electronic back-up and distribution of your business continuity plan.
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Business Continuity Reporting
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Vendor Management Assistant
Our Vendor Management Assistant module is an optional CAPlus module that provides a simple,
cost-effective way to manage regulatory compliance requirements for internal and external service
providers.
Customizable input forms and reports allow your institution to identify, prioritize, and document
requirements for:
+ Risk Rating
+ Monitoring & Compliance Maintenance
+ Documentation & Distribution
Our Vendor Management Assistant module provides the tools necessary to ensure that vendors and
service providers remain in compliance with all internal and external requirements. It includes:
+ Vendor Management Forms & Reports
+ Contract & Confidentiality Letter Guidelines
+ Automated Data Scrubbing & Maintenance
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Vendor Reporting
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Risk Management Solution
Our comprehensive, FFIEC-compliant Risk Management Solution gives you the tools to assess and
effectively control risks throughout your institution. Identify operational risks associated with IT,
GLBA, BSA, SOX, AML and more by examining your institution's:
+ Operating Environment
+ Internal & External Audit Results
+ Security Controls (Physical/Data/Communications)
+ Policies & Procedures
+ Vendor Compliance & Viability
Our Risk Management Solution even helps you to prepare an action plan to mitigate identified risks.
And maintenance tools help to keep your data up-to-date, ensuring that FFIEC and NCUA
requirements remain adequately addressed.
Best of all, our Risk Management Solution is fully integrated with all CAPlus products, so you can use
existing data from your CAPlus, BCP, and Vendor Management Assistant databases to get started—
saving your institution time and money.
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Risk Management Reporting
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Client Assistant Solution
The Client Assistant allows creating customized Tables, Queries, Forms, Reports and Macro’s in a standalone
Module.
These can be client developed or MM&T developed specifically for a client.
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WHO USES OUR PRODUCTS?
Our products are currently utilized by banks, credit unions, service bureaus and other financial industry
companies.

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
MM&T has developed a series of strategic alliances to distribute our products and is VAR for a national
technology firm.

INSTALLATIONS
MM&T has successfully installed products in over 100 companies and is in the process of developing a
national marketing campaign.

MANAGEMENT
MM&T's principal and staff are experienced management and technology professionals all with 30 plus years
of experience.

OTHER RESOURCES
In addition to the two principals MM&T has a staff several experienced management and technology
professionals to provide services on an as needed basis. The experience level of these individuals, combined
with its ability to provide services on an economical cost basis has given MM&T a competitive advantage.
MM&T has also developed a network of experienced sub-contractors.
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